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Abstract

This paper examines how candidates and donors adjust their political stance to
their opponent’s gender identity. Using a regression discontinuity design that exploits
close primary races, I estimate the impact of women running for the U.S. House of
Representative’s office between 1980–2014 on the policy stances of, and donations to,
the competing candidates. I find that Republican candidates receive more support
from socially conservative groups when they run against Democratic women versus
men. This impact lasts beyond the election and the legislators continue to vote more
conservatively on reproductive rights in Congress. Democratic candidates show no
change in campaign finances but vote more liberally on women’s issues after running
against Republican women versus men. These results suggest that the presence of
women on the ballot may lead to backlash against the very policy issues they stand
for. Running but failing to win office may be costly for women, making the effort
toward political representation a double-edged endeavor.
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I. Introduction

How do female opponents exert influence on the policy stances of, and donations to, com-

peting candidates? Theories of electoral competition render ambiguous predictions on how

the personal identity of one’s opponent should affect one’s platform or policy preferences,

and empirical evidence of the causal impact is scarce. Candidates may converge on policy

platforms or implement their ex-ante most preferred policies regardless of the opponent’s

identity. Alternatively, candidates may exhibit backlash on certain salient social issues tied

to their opponent’s identity, seeking to reinforce their oppositional position. I explore this

question in the context of U.S. House of Representatives general elections spanning 1980

through 2014, focusing on a highly visible and often politically salient identity trait of the

opponent: gender.

Providing a credible answer to this empirical question is challenging. An opponent’s

decision to run for office is endogenous to the competing candidate’s ideology. I resolve

this issue by exploiting a quasi-experiment embedded in the U.S. Congressional electoral

system that generates essentially random variation in the opponent’s gender. I study the

set of candidates whose opponents barely won in their primary against a runner-up of the

opposite sex. The key identifying assumption is that the candidates whose female opponent

barely won their primary race against a male runner-up are comparable to candidates whose

male opponent barely won their primary race against a female runner-up. This regression

discontinuity design thus addresses the endogeneity problem by isolating arguably exogenous

variation in opponent gender.

My first result establishes a causal impact of opponent gender on candidates’ political

stances and donor behavior during the campaigning stage. Using the 1980–2014 Congres-

sional election results linked with the Database on Ideology, Money in Politics, and Elections

(Bonica 2016), I study the kinds of single-issue organizations donating to candidates’ gen-

eral election campaign. I find that Republican candidates receive financial donations from a

greater number of socially conservative interest groups, such as anti-abortion and gun rights

advocates, but from a smaller number of socially liberal interest groups, such as abortion

rights, gun control, and civil rights advocates, when running against Democratic women rel-

ative to men. This treatment effect is likely driven both by the candidates’ shift in political
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orientation and by political groups’ strategic donation to help elect the candidate: while I

can not disentangle these two channels cleanly, I find that the effect remains significant for

incumbents, for whom the political groups may already expect a higher chance of winning

and thus have lower incentive to be strategic with their giving. In other words, the increase

in giving from socially conservative interest groups is likely to be driven, at least in part, by

the Republican candidate’s shift in political stance. I find no shift in Democratic candidates’

campaign finances during this stage.

Next, I study whether this impact persists beyond the election and affects candidates’

voting in Congress. Herein lies the second empirical challenge: even if an opponent’s decision

to enter a race is exogenous, a candidate’s likelihood of winning against the opponent is not.

Candidate voting, which is measured only after winning their election, may be driven by

two separate but often conflated channels: (i) a behavioral shift in the candidate’s ideology

caused by the gender identity of the opponent, and (ii) sample selection in which candidates

who win against women inherently possess particular ideologies (at baseline). I isolate the

first channel by showing that an opponent’s gender does not affect a candidate’s probability

of winning the race, and thereby claim that if an effect exists, it is driven by the first channel

alone. I further demonstrate that the result holds even upon relaxing this assumption.

Specifically, I estimate the effect on candidate ideology conditional on winning the race by

using the potential outcomes framework and making assumptions about the ideology of the

losing candidates. This permits me to provide upper and lower bounds on the treatment

effect.

Candidates’ voting patterns in Congress are consistent with the direction of the impacts

found in the campaigning stage. I assemble the primary and general election results from

the 1980–2014 Congressional races and assign the winners voting scores according to how

they voted on certain social issues to measure their underlying political stance in Congress.

I manually create my own index of legislators’ voting on selected social issues composed of

education, women’s issues excluding reproductive rights, civil rights, reproductive rights, and

gun rights to reflect results from the campaigning stage. Republican legislators vote more

conservatively on this social voting index after running against Democratic women versus

men; this is driven by meaningful rightward shift in voting behavior for reproductive rights

and education. Democratic legislators vote more liberally on this index against Republican
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women versus men; this is driven by leftward shift in their voting on women’s issues excluding

reproductive rights, education, and civil rights.

Taken together, these results suggest that facing a female candidate affects both one’s

donor support at the campaigning stage as well as one’s political stance beyond the election.

Legislators on both side of the aisle lean into their respective partisan positions on a range of

key social issues. Existing literature has documented that one’s own gender is correlated with

their policy preferences (Miller 2008; Alesina and Giuliano 2011) and impacts policy-making

(Chattopadhyay and Duflo 2004; Clots-Figueras 2011; Funk and Gathmann 2015; Fernanda

and Ugo 2016; Bruce et al. 2020),1 and that voter perception of issue competency differs by

gender of a candidate (Alexander and Andersen 1993; Huddy and Terkildsen 1993; Lawless

2004; Dolan 2010). My results suggest that, beyond one’s own gender identity, the mere

presence of an opponent who’s female may lead to greater partisanship on certain policy

issues.

The implication of this finding is important: even when one loses her race, she has the

potential to indirectly shape policy-making in Congress due simply to her gender identity.2

The results also imply that facilitating the entry of women into the political world has

an impact beyond women winning. Failed attempts for office may indeed be costly, pushing

competing candidates into more partisan positions, thereby making the effort toward political

representation a double-edged endeavor.

This work offers two primary contributions. First, I speak to candidate positioning in

the literature on electoral competition. The literature is far too extensive to be reviewed

here in detail but starts from a seminal model of Down’s median voter theorem (Black 1948;

Downs 1957), which depicts candidates as office-motivated politicians whose sole objective

is to win the race.3 In this world, personal identity is irrelevant for policy, as all candidates

converge to a unique policy platform independent of one’s own, or of the opponents’, policy

1. Please see Hessami and Fonseca (2020) for an extensive literature review on the effects of female
politician representation on public policies

2. While women do and are perceived to adopt different political ideologies relative to their male co-
partisans, I control for the overall liberal-conservativeness of the opponents in my analyses in order to
identify the effect of an opponent’s gender identity beyond gender as a proxy for ideology.

3. This pressure of electoral competition constrains candidates’ platforms to the one most preferred by
the median voter, giving rise to the critical implication of the model that in equilibrium, full convergence of
policies occurs. The outcome still holds when we allow candidates to be ideologically motivated differently
(Wittman 1977, 1983; Calvert 1985). The ideologically motivated candidates still compromise on a more
moderate point relative to their respective most preferred policies, resulting in partial convergence.
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preferences. Similarly, in an alternative view of the citizen-candidate model (Osborne and

Slivinski 1996; Besley and Coate 1997) where candidates are allowed underlying policy pref-

erences but without a precommitment device to the announced policies, the only credible and

time-consistent outcome for the candidates is to adopt their ex post most preferred policy

when in office.4 That is, while the policy preferences and personal traits of the candidates

may influence their own political stance and policy making,5 the electoral pressure or the

identity and policy preferences of the opponent does not compel the candidates to adjust

their positions; candidates simply decide whether to enter the race.

My paper adds to the literature by empirically documenting for the first time the causal

impact of an opponent’s identity on donor support and candidate’s political stance. I find

that legislators from both parties vote more partisan on key social issues such as education,

reproductive rights, and women’s issues excluding reproductive rights if they had run against

female opponents. This ideological shift of the candidates as a response to the opponent’s

identity is not explained by conventional theories of electoral competition, in which oppo-

nent’s identity is irrelevant to candidates’ policy platforms. The most evident reason for

the shift in candidates’ voting may be explained by the change in donor support during the

electoral campaign. Presence of a female opponent alienates the socially oriented donors

on salient social issues, which then affects candidates’ voting behavior in Congress to be

consistent with the monetary support he received.

Other potential reasons we may see candidates responding to female opponents can be

drawn from the literature on valence and on voter backlash; in particular, when candidates

compete on non-policy issues, the valence-disadvantaged candidates may find it optimal to

turn more extreme on certain policy platforms to deemphasize their valence disadvantage

(Bernhardt and Ingberman 1985; Groseclose 2001; Aragones and Palfrey 2002). Alterna-

tively, the deepening of the partisanship in voting behavior may be driven by backlash from

core constituency (Glaeser, Ponzetto, and Shapiro 2005; Bordalo, Tabellini, and Yang 2021;

4. More specifically, Alesina (1988) demonstrates that the ability to credibly commit is an essential as-
sumption of the Downsian model. He shows that in a one shot game, the only time-consistent equilibrium
is the one where candidates carry out their ex post most preferred policy, a full divergence of the policies: If
the candidates are ideologically motivated and there’s no possibility of binding precommitments to the an-
nounced policies, rational and forward-looking voters will take this into account, rendering the compromised
centrist promises noncredible and leading each candidate to announce and pursue his most preferred policy.

5. Empirical papers that support the citizen-candidate model include Washington (2008), Chattopadhyay
and Duflo (2004), Clots-Figueras (2011), and Ferreira and Gyourko (2014).
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Feddersen and Adams 2022; Off 2022); if the voters exhibit backlash against the salient

social issues, legislators should also find it optimal to orient more extremely on those issues

themselves.

Second, this paper speaks to and expands the existing literature on the effect of women

in office. Previous literature has primarily focused on the impact of women already in office.

Studies show that women in political office affect how and where public funds are spent and

increase the political participation of future generations of women. Female representatives

introduce and pass more priority bills dealing with issues of women, children, and families

more than men (Thomas 1991; Swers 1998), invest more in public goods that directly help

women (Chattopadhyay and Duflo 2004), and improve perception of female leader effective-

ness and weaken stereotypes about gender roles to bring future electoral gains for women

(Beaman et al. 2009).

Female leaders also serve as role models for other women. Presence of high profile fe-

male politicians inspire interest of political activism among young women (Campbell and

Wolbrecht 2006), inspire other women to run for office (Ladam, Harden, and Windett 2018),

help female council candidates advance more from their initial list rank (Baskaran and Hes-

sami 2018), and even foster growth in education attainment of girls (Beaman et al. 2012).

But many more women in fact run for office. In 2018, 519 women ran in the Congressional

election while 116 won. In 2020, 643 women ran in the Congressional election while 143

won. For gubernatorial, state executive, state legislative, and local elections, the numbers

look similar. While we understand the many ways in which the 143 Congresswomen may

yield their influence on policies, public spending, and citizens, we have little understanding

of the effect that the 643 women may have on the political discourse. To the best of my

knowledge, this paper is the first work to identify the causal impact of women running in

Congressional races on the donor and voting behavior of competing candidates, before and

after the election.6

6. Dolan (2008) studies whether female opponents shape male candidate behaviors by comparing campaign
websites of men who ran against women versus men who ran against other men to find no evidence that
men “play” to women voters by investing more in women’s issue, but the effect is endogenous to the sample
of candidates studied. Meyer (2018) investigates the effect of opponent gender on Congressional candidates’
issue emphasis on social media to find that male candidates decrease their attention to women’s issues when
running against a male opponent versus female. Neither paper studies the effect on the candidate after the
election.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, I describe the data on

the election results and measures of political ideology. In Section III, I examine the impact

on the candidates’ electoral political stance, and next the impact on their Congressional

political stance in Section IV. Section V discusses the results, and Section VI concludes.

II. Data

In this section, I describe the sources of my data, discuss how I construct my sample, and

present summary statistics.

II.A. U.S. House Election Results

I collect the U.S. House general election results for 1980–2014 general elections from MIT

Election Data and Science Lab (2017). All include information on the year the election was

held, the state, Congressional district, party, candidate names, and the number of votes each

candidate received in the race. I limit my sample to the candidates from the two major

parties (Republican and Democratic),7 and drop elections held in Louisiana, California from

2010, and Washington from 2006 due to their majority-vote system.8 Candidates who ran

in the elections but withdrew or resigned from the post, promoted to a higher office, or died

after winning the general election but before starting his/her term are also dropped.

I merge the above general elections data to the primary elections data collected from

Pettigrew, Owen, and Wanless (2014).9 The primary elections data has information on the

races including the year, state, district, party, candidate name and the number of votes

each candidate received as well as information on the incumbency status and the gender

7. In the rare cases where the third party candidate is the winner of the race, I keep the third party
candidate. For cases where more than two candidates from the major party appear on the same ballot at a
non-special, non-majority-vote race, I drop the third-ranking candidate from the race.

8. In majority-vote system, all candidates running for a local, state, or federal office appear on the same
ballot regardless of their partisan affiliations. If a candidate wins a simple majority of all votes (i.e., 50
percent, plus one vote), he or she wins the election outright. If no candidate meets that threshold, the
top two finishers, regardless of their partisan affiliations, advance to a second — considered the general in
other states — election. In the second round, the candidate who receives the greatest number of votes wins
(Balletopia, 2021).

9. I would like to thank James Snyder from Harvard University for providing primary election results for
years 2012–2014. I separately collect information on primary runoff elections for years 1994–2014 from CQ
Press Library (2022).
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of the candidate. 173 general election candidate × year pair are left unmatched to the

primary elections results. This is due to two reasons: first, the primary runoff elections

data is unavailable for years before 1994 and as a result, we may find the winner of the pre-

runoff primary elections to be different from the general election candidate. Second, some

general election candidates are left unmatched to the winners of the primary election due to

circumstances such as candidates withdrawing or resigning from the race, being promoted

to a higher office after having won the primary, or dying after the primary election but

before the general election. The winners of the primary in these cases also do not match the

replacing candidates who end up running in the general election instead and the merge is left

unsuccessful. These unsuccessful merges are still kept in the sample despite their missing

data on primary election results because as long as the candidates’ opponents primary race

results are non-missing, the candidates enter the estimation process.

My final sample consists of 14,109 candidate × year pairs in the U.S. House of Repre-

sentatives general elections between 1980–2014. Table I shows us sample composition. Out

of 14,109 candidates, 1,860 are female, of which 847 won the race. Figure I plots the time

trend of the fraction of the female candidates who ran in the U.S. House of Representatives

general election. The number gradually rises with a sharp increase in 1992, the year dubbed

as the “Year of the Woman” where a record-breaking four women were elected as senators

and 24 women as representatives to Congress.

II.B. Measures of Political Ideology

I now discuss the choice of the dependent variable. There are several ways to measure the

political orientation of the elected officials and sometimes of the unelected nonincumbent

candidates. They include constructing scores using legislature roll call votes (Poole 2011;

Shor and McCarty 2011; Steven D. Levitt and James M. Snyder 1999), surveying the can-

didates (Ansolabehere, Snyder, and Stewart 2001; Burden 2004; Shor and Rogowski 2018),

analyzing followers on Twitter (Barberá 2014), perceptions of civilians or experts (Aldrich

and McKelvey 1977; Hare et al. 2014; Ramey 2016), or the campaign contributions received

by the candidates (Bonica 2013, 2014).

I focus on two measures in this paper, for their wide adoption in the literature, and

curate my own outcomes based on them: first I collect information on the kinds of single-
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issue organizations that donate to the candidates during the general election campaign, to

measure candidates’ electoral political stance. For each election held in 1980–2014, the

Database on Ideology, Money in Politics, and Elections (DIME) (Bonica 2016) tabulates

campaign donations that’s greater than $200 using the mandatory reports required by the

Federal Electoral Commission.10 I keep the donations made to the general election campaigns

only, and collapse multiple contributions from the same donor to recipient pair such that

each transaction is a unique donor-recipient pair.

The advantage of using campaign finance to infer candidates’ electoral position is that the

data exists for both the winners and the losers of the election and we are able to measure the

political orientation of both. At the same time, using campaign contributions as a measure

of candidate political orientation may capture both the strategic donations by the groups

to help elect the candidate, and/or the behavior shift of the candidate himself. Political

science literature interprets a donor’s choice of which candidate to support to be a genuine

expression of the donor’s ideology (Bonica 2013; McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal 2016)11,

and I rely on this assumption to reveal the donor’s and the recipient candidate’s ideology.

Figure II plots the mean number of unique single-issue organizations supporting the can-

didates from each party where the groups are arranged such that the group in the far left,

gun control advocates, has the least number of organizations supporting the Republican

candidates and the group in the far right, anti-abortion organizations, has the greatest num-

ber of organizations supporting the Republican candidates. On average, 0.64 anti-abortion

organizations support the Republican candidates while only 0.07 support the Democratic

candidates. On the other hand, Democratic candidates receive support from civil rights

groups most often; on average, 0.46 organizations support the Democratic candidates while

only 0.01 support the Republican candidates.

Second, in order to measure candidates’ political stance in Congress after they have won

the election, I study the candidates’ voting behavior in Congress. I borrow from a widely

used measure in both the political science and economics field: the voting scores constructed

by interest groups. For each Congress, the American Association of University Women

10. Some candidates do not have campaign finance information because they do not meet the requirements
for inclusion in the sample.
11. This is the assumption Bonica (2016) builds on to construct the campaign finance (CF) scores, another

widely used measure of candidates’ political ideology.
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(AAUW) and Americans for Democratic Action (ADA) choose about ten to twenty high-

profile roll-call votes they deem important12 and assign each legislator a score that varies

between 0 and 100. I “unpack” their voting scores to select specific legislative pieces on

the reproductive rights, gun rights, civil rights and women’s issues (excluding reproductive

rights) to construct my own social voting score depending on how the legislators voted on

them. While the higher AAUW and ADA voting scores correspond to a more liberal voting

record, I subtract my own voting scores from 100 such that the higher voting score now

corresponds to a more socially conservative voting record.

Table II presents summary statistics of the the self-constructed voting scores on different

legislative issues. I present results on the two issues, reproductive rights and women’s issues,

in the main analysis but show results on other issues including education, civil rights, and

gun rights in the Appendix. The mean of the voting score on reproductive rights for the

Republican legislators is 87 with a standard deviation of 30 and the mean of their voting

score on women’s issues is 74 with a standard deviation of 31. The mean of the voting score

on the reproductive rights for the Democratic legislators is 22 with a standard deviation of

38 and for women’s issues mean is 9 with a standard deviation of 19.

Finally, following Lee, Moretti, and Butler (2004), I use an alternative voting record

measure of DW-Nominate scores (Lewis et al. 2021) as an outcome. While the interest

group scores are a widely used index in the field, they have the disadvantage of including

only a subset of votes per Congress while the DW-Nominates include all roll-call votes. The

Nominate scores capture the Congressional politics in at most two issue spaces, but I limit

my outcome to the DW-Nominate scores in the first dimension only, as the relevance of

the second dimension scores has diminished since the 1980s and the interpretation of the

direction the second dimensional scores move is unclear in the literature.13

The Nominate scores in the first dimension quantifies the typical left-right (liberal-

conservative) spectrum on the economic matters and provide a comprehensive point esti-

mate of legislators’ political orientation in each Congress. Scores closer to 1 are described

as conservative whereas scores closer to –1 are described as liberal. Scores close to zero are

12. Example of legislation included are votes on family planning, abortion, Title IX, Title X, pay equity,
minimum wage increases, vocational education, childcare, and same sex marriage
13. When they do matter, the scores in the second dimension represent attitudes on salient cultural and

lifestyle issues of the day.
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described as moderate. The version of the DW-Nominate scores I use allow legislators’ ideal

points to evolve flexibly over time, and does not assume legislator ideology to be fixed over

time in different Congresses (Nokken and Poole 2004). Appendix Figure E.1 plots the aver-

age DW-Nominate scores in each Congress by party and Appendix Figure E.2 presents the

histogram of the Nominate scores by party. The mean of the first dimension DW-Nominate

score for the Republican Representatives in the 96th–114th Congress (1980–2014) is 0.41

with a standard deviation of 0.17. The mean of the first dimension score for the Democratic

Representatives is -0.35 with a standard devation of 0.17.

III. Impact on Electoral Political Stance

I first assess the impact of women running for office on the competing candidates’ electoral

political stance. Blindly comparing candidates with female opponents and ones without

would cause other factors, such as political progressivity of a district, to affect the outcome

variable. To overcome this endogeneity issue, I build upon the regression discontinuity design

of Lee (2008) and exploit close primary races to generate essentially random variation in the

gender of the opponent the candidate faces in the general election. That is, I compare the

kinds of single-issue organizations that support the candidates with female opponents and

those with male opponents, where the opponents advance from close primaries against an

opposite-sexed runner-up.

I adopt the margin of victory of the opponent from their primary race as the running

variable. Specifically, my running variable is the vote share of the top female candidate

minus the vote share of the top male candidate from the opponent’s primary election. This

running variable then would determine the gender of the opponent the candidate faces in

the general election. In order to ensure the existence of the running variable, I restrict my

sample to candidates whose opponents come from primaries where the top two contestants

are of the opposite gender. Panel 2 of Table I shows us the sample used for the regression

discontinuity design. 1,205 candidates meet the sample restriction criteria. Then I run the

following regression:

Yit = β0 + β1Dit + β2Xit + β3DitXit + ϵit (1)
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where Yit is the number of unique single-issue organizations supporting candidate i who

ran in the general election t and Dit is a binary indicator that equals 1 if candidate i’s

opponent in election t is a female. Xit is the running variable that measures the difference

between the vote share of the female candidate and the male candidate in the primary

election of i’s opponent such that if X > 0, then D = 1 and if X < 0, then D = 0. In

other words, if a woman wins the primary of the competing party, candidate i faces a female

opponent in the general election. If instead, a man wins the primary of the competing party,

candidate i faces a male opponent in the general election.14 Finally, β3 is our coefficient of

interest, which estimates the impact of running against a female opponent versus a male on

candidate campaign finances measured over the campaign cycle of t.

III.A. Identification Assumption

The underlying assumption of the regression discontinuity design embedded in equation (1)

is that all candidate characteristics change continuously at the threshold while there is a

discrete change in the opponent’s gender. If the candidates can sort across the discontinuity

at the threshold, this implies self selection into treatment and will threaten the validity of

the assumption. A canonical check for RD design is to use the McCrary test (McCrary 2008)

where the key idea behind the test is that in the absence of manipulation around the cutoff,

the density of the units should be continuous around the cutoff point. Appendix Figure A.1.

shows continuity in the marginal density of the running variable around the threshold.

I also run a general balance check on series of pre-treatment variables of the candidates

and see if there’s a sudden jump at the threshold. For variables including candidate gender,

candidate party, their vote share in the primary, number of candidates in the primary, victory

margin at the primary, and the vote share of the runner-up at the primary, I regress the

treatment variable on these variables and use the coefficients from this regression to predict

the treatment status for each candidate. Then I test whether the predicted treatment status

jumps at the threshold. To avoid dropping observations, I include a dummy equal to one

when the variables are missing and replace the missing values with zeros. The result is shown

in Figure III, where I fit a quadratic polynomial on each side of the threshold. The graph

14. While it matters for the analysis how candidate i’s opponent fared in his/her primary, I take candidate
i’s electoral strength in his/her own primary as given.
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shows a lack of jump at the cutoff point for the predicted treatment status. The coefficient

for the local linear RD point estimator is −0.026 with a standard error of 0.027. Examination

for discontinuity in the individual variables is also included in Appendix A. Overall, none

of the seven coefficients is statistically significant. With these general balance test results, I

cautiously argue that there is no systematic sorting of candidates at the threshold.

III.B. Results on electoral political stance

Regression (1) is estimated using a non-parametric approach following Calonico et al. (2017),

which is the standard implementation for RDD that trades-off bias and variance of the

treatment effect to find the MSE-optimal bandwidth. I use triangular kernel that weights

points near the threshold more than those far from the threshold and use the preferred

choice of polynomial order of one, which gives the standard local linear RD point estimator.

I include year fixed effect and cluster the standard errors at the district level. The results

are robust to controlling for the opponent’s ideology on the liberal-conservative scale and

are shown in Appendix B.

I begin with a simple graphical analysis of the support from the political groups. Fig-

ure IV plots the number of single issue organizations supporting Republican candidates and

Figure V plots the same outcome for the Democratic candidates. The unit of observation

is candidate in a given election cycle. Candidates to the right of the vertical line are candi-

dates who run against female opponents in the general election and candidates to the left run

against male opponents. The continuous line is the predicted number of unique organiza-

tions supporting the candidates and the grey lines represent 95 percent confidence intervals.

Republican candidates show a discontinuous jump in the number of donors from the socially

conservative group and socially liberal group. Those who barely face a Democratic women

receive from a greater number of socially conservative groups but from a fewer number of

socially liberal groups compared to those who barely face a Democratic men. Democratic

candidates do not show any significant jump for any political groups.

The point estimates and corresponding standard errors are reported in Table III. Repub-

lican candidates receive financial contributions from 1.26 more socially conservative groups

– anti-abortion and gun rights advocates15 – when they run against Democratic women than

15. Including conservative women’s group as part of the sociall conservative group yields similar results.
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when they face Democratic men (p < 0.01), a 120% increase from the baseline of 1.05,

the average number of socially conservative groups supporting Republican candidates facing

male opponents. The Republican candidates also receive support from 0.41 fewer socially

liberal groups (p < 0.10) – abortion rights, gun control, and civil rights advocates, a 153%

decrease from baseline. Support from progressive women groups drops by 0.02 (p < 0.10).

On the other hand, Democratic candidates show no significant differences in campaign fi-

nances depending on the gender identity of the opponent. The point estimates suggest that

running against Republican women versus men brings less support from the socially conser-

vative groups and more support from the socially liberal groups and the women’s group but

none are statistically significant and the estimates are relatively small. Appendix Table B.1,

which breaks down the support from different single-issue organizations, shows us that the

impact on the Republican candidates is driven by increased support from the anti-abortion

groups and decreased support from the progressive womens and civil rights groups.

What does this mean for the actual financial contributions? Does the increase or decrease

in the unique number of organizations supporting the candidate translate to more or less

money to the candidate’s electoral campaign? I rerun regression (1) with the actual amount

of financial contribution from the groups to the candidates as the outcome. Table IV shows

the result. The RD point estimates are signed as expected. Republican candidates receive

$3,441 more from the socially conservative groups when running against a Democratic woman

(not significant) while contributions from the socially liberal groups fall by $1,163 (p < 0.10).

Progressive womens group donate $1,516 less (p < 0.10). Likewise, Democratic candidates

receive $511 less from the socially conservative groups, $509 more from the socially liberal

groups, and $76 less from the womens groups, though none are statistically significant.

It should be noted that the treatment effect we see in Table III may be driven by two

potential factors, which is challenging to empirically distinguish between. First, we may see

the change in the number of organizations giving to candidates’ campaign because the can-

didates themselves shift their political orientation and advocate more for the issues on hand.

Second, the change may instead be driven the decision of the donors – who fear the alterna-

tive of Democratic women winning – to support the Republican candidates more regardless

of how the candidate himself shifts his stance on the issues. Not only the Democratic women

legislators are indeed the most liberal group, but studies have also found that women are
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perceived to lean more liberal than their male colleagues within the same party (McDermott

1997; Koch 2000; King and Matland 2003; Sanbonmatsu 2006).

In an attempt to understand how much of the effect is driven by each channel I rerun

regression (1) with two subsamples of incumbent and non-incumbent candidates. The idea

behind this exercise is that because the incumbents have higher probability to win the race,

if we find an impact on the sample of incumbents, this may imply that the candidates

themselves are advocating more (less) for the issues on top of the groups trying to help

(hinder) elect the candidate. On the other hand, if the impact on non-incumbent candidates

exists and is larger than the impact on incumbent candidates, this would imply that the

part of the treatment is driven by the political groups. Appendix Table B.2 shows the

result for Republican candidates. Republican incumbent candidates receive from 0.66 more

socially conservative groups (p < 0.05) while non-incumbent candidates receive from 1.72

more (p < 0.01). The incumbent candidates receive from 0.55 fewer socially liberal groups

(p < 0.10) and the non-incumbent candidates receive from 0.33 fewer socially liberal groups

(imprecise).

From this, we can cautiously infer that the treatment effect we see in Table III is driven

by both factors; incumbent candidates, whose likelihood of winning is on average higher than

the challenger Democratic women, still receive support from a greater (smaller) number of

socially conservative (liberal) organizations implying that it is likely the candidates them-

selves advocating for more conservative views on the social issues. This treatment effect on

the incumbents is especially meaningful given their history of voting pattern and the cost of

shifting their prior political orientation. At the same time, we also see that the treatment

effect for the non-incumbent candidates are significant and much higher than that of the

incumbent candidates. While the incumbent candidates see a 49% increase in the number of

socially conservative organizations supporting the candidates, the non-incumbent candidates

see a 198% increase in the number compared to the baseline. This may indeed be driven

by the political groups’ desire to help elect the Republican party candidate, or because the

non-incumbent candidates have relatively freer to shift their political orientation. It may

be optimal for both the incumbent and non-incumbent candidates to shift to right facing

a more liberal candidate, but the non-incumbent candidates simply have more flexibility to

shift accordingly.
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In order to see whether the impact we find during the campaign stage lasts beyond the

election, I now turn to candidates’ roll call votes on similar issues in Congress after they have

won the race. I study how their voting on overall social issues changes and then specifically

focus on votes on reproductive rights and women’s issues excluding reproductive rights. The

remainder of the paper explores the impact of women running in the race on the legislative

voting behavior of the competing candidates.

IV. Impact on Congressional Political Stance

In this section, I discuss the empirical strategy for estimating the impact of opponent gender

on candidate ideology after the election.

IV.A. Empirical Framework

I rely on the same regression discontinuity design of Section III to generate random variation

in the opponent gender and to estimate the long term impact of facing women in the general

election:

Yit = β0 + β1Dit + β2Xit + β3DitXit + ϵit (2)

where now Yit is the voting score of candidate i who ran in general election t, which mea-

sures the candidate’s political orientation on certain social and women’s issues in Congress.

All other variables are defined as they are in equation (1), and as in equation (1) I follow

the estimation procedure of Calonico et al. (2017) which trades-off bias and variance of the

treatment effect to find the MSE-optimal bandwidth. I include year fixed effects and con-

trol for the opponents’ political orientation.16 Standard errors are clustered at the district

level. The same identification assumption still holds: all candidate characteristics change

continuously at the threshold while there is a discrete change in the opponent’s gender.

The key problem for inference at this stage is that although the balance test has shown

us that the candidates who face women versus men are similar at the threshold, this does

16. I control for the overall liberal-conservativeness of the opponents to identify the effect of gender identity
beyond gender as a proxy for liberal-conservativeness. My research design does not allow me to distinguish
between the impact of the sex of the opponent per se and impact driven by the bundle of characteristics
that comes with being a woman in politics, such as greater/less charisma, net-working skills, intelligence,
leadership, to name a few.
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not imply the candidates who win against women versus men are similar as well. As my

outcome of interest – voting scores constructed using candidates’ roll call votes in Congress

– is measured only after the candidates have won the race, if an effect exists, it may be

a combined effect of two potential channels. First, the candidate ideology may shift as a

result of running against the female opponent. This is the channel that we are interested in

identifying. Second, we may find an impact because of the change in the pool of winning

candidates who run against women. Candidates who tend to win against women may have

different ideology compared to candidates who tend to win against men, and this difference

would show up as part of β3, which I may falsely identify as the treatment effect.

I employ a two-parts analysis to isolate the effect that comes from the first channel only.

In the first part of the analysis, I start by showing that the gender of the opponent in fact has

no impact on the candidate probability of winning the race. This implies that the candidates

who win against women and against men are similar and the difference in candidate ideology

now only arises from facing the opponent whose gender is as good as random as a result of

the RDD setting. This effectively shuts down the second potential channel of impact and

allows us to simply compare the winners who barely faced female opponents and who barely

faced male opponents using equation (2), and estimate the impact of opponent gender on

candidate ideology.

For the second part of the analysis, I relax the assumption that the opponent gender

has no impact on the candidate probability of winning. The goal then becomes to estimate

the impact of opponent gender on candidate ideology conditional on winning the race, and

I do so by making assumptions about the unobserved political ideology of the losers and

providing bounds on the potential treatment effect. In the remainder of this section, I

discuss the identifying assumption of my model and explain the estimation strategies of the

two analyses mentioned above.

IV.B. Estimation part 1

Impact on winning – I run the following regression to study the impact of opponent gender

on the candidate’s probability of winning:

Wit = β0 + β1Dit + β2Xit + β3DitXit + ϵit (3)
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where Wit is a binary outcome of candidate i in election t which equals 1 if i won the race

and 0 otherwise, Dit is a binary indicator that equals 1 if i’s opponent in election t is a

female. Xit is the running variable that measures the difference between the vote share of

the female candidate and the male candidate in i’s opponent’s primary election such that if

X > 0, then D = 1 and if X < 0, then D = 0.

Table V and Figure VI present the impact of running against women on the candidate’s

likelihood of winning the race. Leaving columns 2 and 3 for discussions later in the paper,

we see from column 1 in Table V that running against women has a minimal impact on the

probability of winning the race. Compared to when running against a male opponent, facing a

female opponent decreases your chances of winning by 2 pp on average (not significant). This

allows for a simple comparison between the winners who ran against close female opponent

and those won ran against close male opponent, using equation (2).

IV.C. Estimation part 2

Even though the gender of the opponent seems to have near zero and statistically insignifi-

cant effect on the candidate probability of winning the race, studying the impact separately

for the two parties in columns 2 and 3 of Table V tells a different story. Indeed, the near zero

impact is masking a heterogeneous impact on winning by the two parties; While Republican

candidates still see an imprecise near zero impact on the probability to win against a Demo-

cratic women (6 percentage point less likely to win against Democratic women), Democratic

candidates are 13 pp more likely to win against Republican women versus men (imprecise).

I no longer assume that opponent gender has no impact on the Democratic candidate

probability of winning and acknowledge that the impact of facing female opponent on legisla-

tor ideology can result both from the impact on the ideology conditional on winning and the

change in the probability of winning. Then the goal of this section is to estimate the impact

on candidate ideology conditional on winning the race, which will shut down whatever effect

that comes from the fact that perhaps certain candidates are more likely to win against

women. As the probability to win against a female opponent seems non-negligible for the

Democratic candidates only (albeit imprecise), I focus my bounds analysis exclusively on the

Democratic party.

The construction of the bounds follows the framework of Anagol and Fujiwara (2016) and
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of Granzier-Nakajima, Pons, and Tricaud (2021) who build on Lee (2009). A step-by-step

of deriving the bounds is provided in Appendix C. My key assumption, which follows Lee

(2009), is that there are no defiers, where the defiers are defined as candidates who win when

running against female but not when running against men; all candidates who faced men

and won the election would also have won the election if they faced women.

Then the effect on the conditional outcome can be written as:

E[Y1 − Y0|x = 0,W1 = 1]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Effect on the outcome
cond. on being AT or C

=
1

E[W1|x = 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
limx↓0E[W |x]

·
(
E[Y1W1 − Y0W0|x = 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸

RD effect on
the outcome

−Prob(W1 > W0|x = 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
RD effect on winning

·E[Y0|x = 0,W1 > W0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Unobservable

) (4)

where every term on the right hand side can be estimated, except for the unobservable

term. The first term on the right hand side E[W1|x = 0], which is the probability that a

female facing candidate would win the race, and the third term Prob(W1 > W0|x = 0),

the impact on winning the race, are both estimated in subsection IV.1. The second term,

E[Y1W1 − Y0W0|x = 0], is the impact on the unconditional outcome and is estimated using

equation (2) where the outcome is defined for everyone in the sample, regardless of whether

they won the race or not. 17 Finally, the last term of equation (4) is the average outcome

of the close compliers if they had won the election, absent treatment (i.e., when they faced

male opponent). By definition, compliers do not win when they run against men but only

when they run against women and thus this term is unobservable. But since all other terms

are observable, we can derive the bounds on the treatment effect conditional on winning by

making assumptions about this unobservable term.

To obtain an upper bound for the conditional outcome, I set E[Y0|x = 0,W1 > W0] = 100,

because the largest possible effect of running against a female opponent on the ideological

score conditional on winning the election happens if we assume that barely male-facing com-

pliers are extremely conservative. I also use a more conservative upper bound by replacing

17. I arbitrarily choose a number of zero to assign as an outcome for all losing candidates of the race. The
choice of the arbitrary value used for the unconditional outcome is innocuous in calculating the impact on
the conditional outcome, because as we change the arbitrary value the impact on the unconditional outcome
also changes, eventually offsetting each other when both changes are reflected in estimating (4). This is
shown more in detail in Appendix C.
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the unobservable term by the 90th and 75th percentile political scores of the winners, allow-

ing the barely male-facing compliers to be a little more liberal. To obtain a lower bound,

I replace the unobservable term by the average political scores of barely female facing can-

didates who win the election. I also use a more conservative lower bound by replacing

the unobservable term by the top 25th and 10th percentile political scores of the winners,

allowing the barely male-facing compliers to be more liberal.

Finally, I use a bootstrapping procedure to estimate the standard errors of the bounds:

I draw a sample from the districts with replacement, compute the lower and upper bounds

as indicted above, repeat the two steps 1,000 times, and estimate the empirical standard

deviation of both bounds. Next section presents the results.

IV.D. Results on Congressional politial stance

This section presents the results, first under the assumption that the gender of the opponent

does not affect the candidate’s probability of winning the race and later relaxing the assump-

tion for the Democratic party. While I focused on the male candidates for the impact on the

electoral political stance, I study the impact on both the male and female legislators for the

impact on the Congressional political stance due to the smaller sample size.18 The results

are robust to the exclusion of female candidates and are presented in Appendix D. The main

outcomes of interest are legislators’ voting on women’s issues excluding reproductive rights19

and their voting on the reproductive rights.

I begin with a simple graphical analysis of the voting scores. Figure VII plots the voting

scores of the Republican legislators on the reproductive rights and Figure VIII plots Demo-

cratic legislators’ voting on the women’s issues. The unit of observation is legislator in a

given Congressional cycle. Legislators to the right of the vertical line are legislators who ran

against female opponents in the general election and legislators to the left are legislators who

ran against male opponents. The continuous line is the predicted voting scores from regres-

sion (2) and the grey lines represent 95 percent confidence intervals. Republican legislators

voting scores on reproductive rights increases at the threshold while Democratic legislators’

18. Both the winning and the losing candidates receive financial contributions from political organizations,
but only the winners of the race have voting records.
19. These include Title IX, Title X, Equal Rights Amendment, bills on pay equity, equity in education,

childcare and family leave act etc
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voting on women’s issues excluding reproductive rights shows a discontinuous decrease at

the threshold.

The point estimates and the corresponding standard errors are reported in Table VI. All

outcomes range from 0 to 100 where higher scores correspond to more conservative voting

such that each estimate can be interpreted as a percentage point increase or decrease in the

probability that the legislator votes socially conservatively on the issues on hand. The results

are consistent to what we find during the electoral campaign. Republican legislators show a

14 percentage point increase in the voting scores on social issues, which includes reproductive

rights, gun rights, civil rights, and women’s issues excluding reproductive rights, meaning

they vote more socially conservatively (p < 0.1) on these issues. Column (1b) shows their

voting score on reproductive rights and family planning increases by 20 pp, a 25% increase

from the baseline score of 80 (p < 0.1). Appendix Table D.4 which reports voting scores

on other social issues tells us that the Republican legislators also vote more conservatively

on education by 29 pp, a 45% increase from baseline of 65 (p < 0.05). Votes on the rest of

the social issues are imprecise but consistently signed, meaning across all the different social

issues selected, Republican legislators voted more socially conservatively.

Coupled with the finding at the campaigning stage where Republican candidates receive

significantly more (less) support from the socially conservative (liberal) groups, the results

provide suggestive evidence that Republican legislators shift their political stance after run-

ning against Democratic women, to be more conservative on certain social issues typically

associated with women.

Democratic legislators on the other hand consistently vote more liberally on the same

breadth of social issues. The overall social voting score decreases by 20 percentage points

(p < 0.01). This impact is mostly driven by their voting on education, women’s issues, and

civil rights. Voting score on education decreases by 188% (p < 0.05), women’s issue by 124%

(p < 0.01), and civil rights by 144% (p < 0.1).

I now relax the assumption that the gender of the opponent does not affect Democratic

candidate probability of winning the race. Table VII provides the resulting bounds and

bootstrapped standard errors of the effects of facing female opponents on the Democratic

legislators’ voting scores on women’s issues. Under the assumption that male-facing com-

plier candidates would have assumed the average orientation of candidates who won against
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female opponent, facing a female opponent decreases a legislator’s voting score at least by

-12.04 (significant at 1% level). Using a more conservative assumption that the male-facing

compliers would have had 25th percentile voting score, this effect drops to -11.64 (significant

at 5% level), and with even more conservative assumption (10th percentile) drops to -11.64

without any statistical significance.20 As chances of all male-facing compliers having a 90th

percentile score of elected Democrat officials is unlikely, I focus on interpreting the results

using the conservative bounds, which translates to a 0.62–0.90 standard deviation decrease

in the voting score of the Democratic legislators who ran against women.

Finally, I rerun regression (2) using the DW-Nominate scores as the outcome. Appendix

Table E.1 shows the result. Running against female opponent has no significant impact on

the Republican candidates. They score 0.018 higher, meaning they vote more conservatively

on the liberal-conservative scale, but the effect is small and imprecise. The lack of impact

perhaps speaks more to the aggregate measure of the Nominate score, which is constructed

using all roll-call votes, than to the lack of impact that comes from facing a female opponent.

Rather, this reinforces the idea that the impact of facing a woman works through a narrow

channel of increased salience of the feminine issues tied to the gender identity of the oppo-

nent. Democratic legislators on the other hand score 0.124 lower. This impact is significant

at the 5% level and a baseline standard deviation of 0.165 translates to a 0.75 standard

deviation lower score, suggesting that the Democratic legislators, after running against Re-

publican women, vote more liberally overall across different issues on the liberal-conservative

spectrum.

V. Discussion

What do Sections III.B and IV.D tell us? That the personal identity – gender – of the

opponent shifts donors’ and competing candidates’ political stance during the campaigning

stage and that this impact lasts beyond the election to change candidates’ voting behavior.

Republican candidates receive more support from socially conservative groups when running

against Democratic women versus men, and they vote accordingly in Congress. They vote

20. The effect size for the conservative and more conservative lower bounds are same because the 25th
percentile and the 10th percentile voting scores are same at zero.
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more conservatively on reproductive rights and education. Democratic legislators vote more

liberally on women’s issues excluding reproductive rights, education, and civil rights. The

impact exists on a social/cultural margin of issues and is significant.

But while the interpretation of the direction Republican legislators move is clear, inter-

preting Democratic legislators voting and what this means for Republican women is a more

nuanced endeavor. This is due to the clean alignment of “feminine” issues and other liberal

issues voters typically associate with the Democratic party21, which gives rise to two poten-

tial reasons female opponents may shift Democratic legislators’ voting on women’s issues to

be more liberal: Democratic legislators’ voting may be a backlash against the conservative

female views or reclaiming the ownership of the liberal issues. More specifically, Democratic

legislators may feel the need to “compensate” for the gender difference and reinforce their

dominance on the women’s issues, fearing they may be claimed by the Republican women

instead as female candidates are assumed to have policy advantage on the traditionally

feminine issues.

These two mechanisms – backlash and reasserting ownership of social issues – through

which Democratic legislators may be shifting their voting behavior may seem similar but with

subtle differences in (i) the types of opponents driving the impact and (ii) the implication of

the results. If Democratic legislators backlash against conservative female views, the impact

will be stronger when they face more conservative Republican opponents but if it’s the

story of issue ownership the impact will be stronger when they face more moderate (liberal)

opponents. Backlash is sobering news for Republican women with conservative female views

while issue ownership should not hinder Republican women with more liberal female views

from running.

In order to gain an understanding of how much of the impact comes from each channel, I

first split the Democratic legislators into half where the first half of legislators face relatively

moderate opponents and the second half face more conservative opponents. I then estimate

the impact of facing female opponents separately on the two subsamples. The idea behind

this exercise is that if it is indeed the case of backlash, Democratic legislators will vote more

liberally when Republican female opponent is more conservative, but if it is the story of

21. For example, Republicans are perceived to be better equipped to handle issues related to foreign
policy/national defense and economy while Democrats are perceived to be stronger with social welfare issues
such as healthcare and education.
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reasserting the ownership of the liberal issues, then the treatment effect will be stronger when

the opponent is more moderate (relatively more liberal). Opponents’ political orientation is

measured using the campaign finance scores (Bonica 2016), where the scores measure the

overall liberal-conservativeness of the opponent using all campaign donations the opponents

receive during their political campaign.22

The point estimates in Panel A of Table VIII tell us that Democratic legislators are

19 percentage points less likely to vote conservatively on women’s issues when faced with

more conservative female opponents (p < 0.01) while those facing more moderate female

opponents are 1 percentage points more likely (imprecise). This analysis yet again warrants

the question of whether there is a selection on the kind of Democratic candidates who win

against conservative Republican women and whether it is this selection of who win and vote

that is driving the impact. Panel B of Table VIII shows us that Democratic candidates are 2

percentage points more likely to win against conservative Republican female opponent versus

male opponent (imprecise). The magnitude of the impact is small, and the bounds on the

impact for the Democratic legislators running against conservative opponents in Appendix

Table D.4 tells a consistent story where the effect size is between 18 (p < 0.05) and 22

(p < 0.01) using conservative bounds.

That the Democratic legislators vote more liberally when the Republican female oppo-

nent is more conservative suggests the impact is driven by backlash, similar to the Republi-

can legislators. Republican legislators backlash against liberal female views by voting more

conservatively on reproductive rights and family planning; Democratic legislators backlash

against conservative female views by voting more liberally on women’s issues excluding re-

productive rights. Legislators from both parties commonly reinforce their partisan views on

feminine issues and vote away from their female contenders to diverge in a more extreme

direction.

The idea of backlash on an ideological and cultural dimension is not new. Bhalotra, Clots-

Figueras, and Iyer (2018) find that women’s electoral victory leads to an intensification of

gender bias in more gender-prejudiced states and Ang (2019) studies 1975 revision to the

22. I rely on the overall liberal-conservative scale score instead of specific givings from organizations because
I need to measure the impression of the opponent’s political orientation on the Democratic legislator. The
legislator may not have a full understanding of who gives to his opponents, but would have a better idea of
the overall consertiveness of the opponent.
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voting rights to find evidence of backlash amongst the white majority. More recently and

closely related, Wheaton (2022) finds that the passage of Equal Rights Amendment brought

a polarization effect where women in states that pass an ERA become marginally more likely

to believe in women’s equality but men instead react by becoming less likely to believe in

said equality. He also finds significant backlash across the breadth of social policy laws; the

legalization of interracial marriage reduced support for interracial marriage; the legalization

of abortion reduced support for abortion; and the re-institution of the death penalty reduced

support for the death penalty.

I find a similar direction of impact when the feminine issues are made more salient to

the voters and to the competing candidates through the presence of women on the ballot.

Competing candidates respond by doubling down on their beliefs on the issues to preserve

their own preferred policies. Cultural backlash not only works through enforced social poli-

cies but also through increased salience of policies tied to the politician’s identity. This

is more evident when we take a closer look at the specific social issues with the strongest

impact, across both parties; education, reproductive rights, and women’s issues excluding

reproductive rights are the issue domains most closely tied to female politicians.

But shouldn’t vote maximizing politicians attract the median voter? While it is clear

that citizens wish to preserve their preferred norms, politicians have two incentives where

they want to enact their preferred policies and they also want to be (re)elected and it is

not immediately clear why they should be voting more extremely when running against

female opponents. I turn to literature on valence and voters’ response to perceived partisan

differences in policy issues to offer insight into why more extreme voting may be vote-

maximizing for the candidates facing female opponents.

V.A. Valence

Valence theorem incorporates the idea into the Downsian spatial model that on top of com-

peting on policy issues, candidates also compete on nonpolicy characteristics that are uni-

versally desirable such as incumbency, competence, integrity, higher intelligence or charisma

etc. The model predicts high valence candidates, who are advantaged on a separate dimen-

sion other than policy, to take more moderate positions while the low valence candidates

to strategically take more extreme positions (Fiorina 1973; Bernhardt and Ingberman 1985;
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Ansolabehere, Snyder, and Stewart 2001; Groseclose 2001; Aragones and Palfrey 2002). This

is because the candidate with higher valence can deemphasize the importance of policy and

consequently increase the importance of his valence advantage to the voters by moving closer

to the center; the converse logic holds for the candidates with low valence.

Gender, as a universally observable characteristics of candidates, is a non-policy dimen-

sion of valence the candidates potentially compete on. The theorem would predict that if

a candidate believes his gender acts as a disadvantage – or that the opponent’s gender acts

as an advantage to the opponent – he will move further away from the center and assume

more extreme position on the issue to steer the electorate’s attention away from his gender.

The disadvantage of the legislators to their female contenders come from the apparent dif-

ference in their gender. Voters infer candidate ideology on the basis of gender and draw on

stereotypes of women to assign attributes to female candidates, and believe women to have

competency over different political issues to men (Alexander and Andersen 1993; Huddy and

Terkildsen 1993; Lawless 2004; Dolan 2010).23 As a result, when women enter the race and

make women’s issues and reproductive rights more salient – strategically or unwittingly –

the competing candidates may find it more optimal to veer more extreme on the said issues.

Another potential channel the concept of valence can affect the candidates’ political

stance is not through the increased salience of the women’s issues forcing the male candidates

to become more extreme on the related policy domains, but rather because the female

opponents may possess higher overall valence than the male opponents. Candidates, now

faced with more competitive opponents, would similarly find diverging to be optimal. This

is unlikely, as the candidates do not shift on the overall liberal-conservative scale24 but

only on the issues associated with women; More importantly, running the analysis while

controlling for the number of unique donors giving to the opponents, or the amount of

donations the opponents receive, as a proxy for opponents’ overall competency yields similar

results, implying the impact is not driven by the difference in overall competency of the

female opponents and the male opponents.

23. Women candidates are thought to be more competent on issues such as education, health care, civil
rights, environment, and welfare, while men are seen more competent on issues such as economy, national
defense, and foreign policies.
24. I study whether facing female opponents versus male opponents shift candidates’ overall campaign

finance score and find close to zero and imprecise impact.
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V.B. Electorates

Finally, why would the candidates continue to vote accordingly even after they have won the

race? The first natural reason could be that the candidates are simply following up on the

expectations of the donors who have in(de)creasingly supported them during the campaign.

But the shift in candidates’ positions may translate to their voting later in Congress because

the increased salience of the women’s issues also result in voters’ backlashing against the

opposing female views on those issues. Empirical evidence on issue salience leading to voters

supporting more partisan stances include Off (2022) who studies national elections data in

Sweden to show that salience of gender issues triggers backlash against liberalizing gender

values, where people with conservative gender values increasingly supporting the populist

radical right parties after period marked by strong gender issue salience, and Feddersen and

Adams (2022) who uses party press releases pertaining to migration issues to identify issue

salience leading to both party persuasion effects where citizens take policy cues from their

preferred party and strong backlash effects where citizens shift their positions away from

the stated positions of parties they dislike. Similarly, Bordalo, Tabellini, and Yang (2021)

document that the salience of issues for an individual strongly predicts her exaggeration

of partisan differences on that issue as well as their political engagement and attitudes,

corroborating findings that perceptions of larger partisan differences spillover to higher voter

turnout and political engagement, inducing individuals to adopt more extreme positions

themselves (Westfall et al. 2015; Bonomi, Gennaioli, and Tabellini 2020). If the increase

in the salience of women’s issues led the electorate in each party to veer more extreme,

candidates’ voting would necessarily follow through.

In the same vein, Republican party may find it optimal to shift right when faced with

a Democratic female opponent due to the religious nature of the issues that become salient

when the women enter the race. We know voting on religious content such as abortion or

same-sex marriage differ sharply in real-world party platforms, and that the voters rarely

change their positions on said issues. Glaeser, Ponzetto, and Shapiro (2005) explain that

extreme political platforms that deviate sharply from the median voter’s preferences can be

vote-maximizing, especially on these religious issues, where the optimal strategies of both

parties would be to diverge on policies because each party would appeal to different groups of
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voters and donors. Thus when the issues of reproductive rights and family planning become

more salient with the Democratic female in ballot, it would be more advantageous for the

Republican candidates to shift to the right in order to appeal to their core constituents to

vote and/or to make donations.

Finally, while this paper focuses on uncovering the impact of opponent’s gender identity

on the competing candidate, female candidates may differ from their male copartisans on

dimensions other than their gender. One factor we can immediately draw from literature

and data is their apparent difference in political orientation from those of male candidates.

For example, Democratic females are and are perceived to be more liberal than their male

colleagues, and one may wonder if the push back we see on opposing female views in fact

is driven by the fact that the female opponents are simply more liberal (or conservative)

than their male copartisans. While I am able to carve off the impact that comes from the

political orientation of the female opponent by controlling for the opponents’ ideology, there

still exists other unobservable characteristics of the female candidates that are uncontrolled

for in the model and the same questions could arise for various ways female candidates

differ from the the male candidates. This bundle of characteristics that make up and define

female candidates as a group can not be disentangled by my research design and I do not

necessarily aim for such a feat. Rather, the intention of this paper was to study how one’s

gender identity, plus other qualities closely tied to being a woman in politics, affects the

competing candidates and the donors.

VI. Conclusion

How do female opponents impact their competing candidates and donors? Using a regression

discontinuity design that exploits mixed-gender close primaries in a Congressional election

setting, I find that Republican candidates who run against Democratic women receive sup-

port from a greater number of socially conservative groups and from a smaller number of

socially liberal groups. Their voting behavior in Congress also corresponds closely to what we

see in the campaign stage. Republican legislators vote more conservatively and Democratic

legislators vote more liberally on social issues in Congress after running against women. The

effects are large and significant on “feminine” issues such as reproductive rights, women’s
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issues excluding reproductive rights, and education.

Overall, the results suggest backlash against opposing female views from both parties,

and it is likely the increased salience of policy issues associated with the gender identity of

the opponent that is driving the impact. Presence of women on ballot first alienates the

socially oriented donors on certain policies, which leads to candidates shifting their voting

on those issues later in Congress according to the support he received during the electoral

campaign. This is an important and novel result. Female candidates potentially polarize

competing candidates’ political orientation and voting pattern in Congress as well as social

engagement at large. The implication of this work to the political world is meaningful;

when one decides to run in a race, her decision to run in itself may leave a lasting impact

on future policy even if she loses and it is likely her identity and policy preferences that

drive the change. This finding opens new questions for future research, including the exact

channels through which the backlash appears, the impact on voters, and the impact of other

underrepresented dimensions of politician identity, such as race or age. Moreover, the same

identification strategy can be used to study the impacts of failed attempts in fields with

similar tournament-like structures, including politics, education, sports etc.

We know that when female candidates run, they can win, and when in office they better

represent the interest of same-gendered voters and focus on different platforms compared to

their male colleagues as documented by previous studies. But encouraging and facilitating

more entry of female candidates has an impact that goes beyond them winning the elections.

They influence the platforms and the ex post behavior of the winner of the election by

participating in the dialogue and thereby shaping the legislative voting pattern of the winner,

but the direction of the impact may be in the unintended direction.
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FIGURE I. Fraction of female candidates in U.S. House of Representative general election
Notes: Sample is candidates from two major parties who ran in the general election of

the U.S. House of Representatives race in 1956–2014.
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FIGURE II. Mean number of unique single-issue organizations donating to candidates’ gen-
eral election campaign

Notes: Sample is donor-recipient pairs of the U.S. House of Representatives race in 1980–
2014. Each bar is the mean number of unique single-issue organizations that donate to the
candidates for their general election campaign.
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FIGURE III. General balance test
Note: Sample is U.S. House general election candidates from two major parties in 1980–

2014. I further restrict the sample to elections where the opponent’s primary’s top two
contestants are of opposite gender. Running variable is the margin of victory of female
candidate to male candidate in the opposing party’s primary election. Y-axis is the predicted
treatment status of the candidate where the treatment is facing a female opponent in the
general election. Each dot indicates the average value of the outcome within certain bins
of the running variable. Observations corresponding to female-facing candidates are on the
right side of the threshold while those corresponding to male-facing candidates are on the
left side of the threshold.
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FIGURE IV. RD Estimate for Republican candidates
Notes: Above figures show the RD estimate of the impact of facing a Democratic female

opponent on the number of single-issue organizations supporting the Republican male can-
didate’s general election campaign. Points below -0.5 and above 0.5 are dropped for the first
two figures to better show the jump around the threshold.39



FIGURE V. RD Estimate for Democratic candidates
Notes: Above figure shows the RD estimate of the impact of facing a Republican female

opponent on the number of single-issue organizations supporting the Democratic male can-
didate’s general election campaign.
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FIGURE VI. Impact of female opponent on competing candidate probability of winning
Notes: Sample is U.S. House general election candidates from two major parties in 1980–

2014. I further restrict the sample to elections where the opponent’s primary’s top two
contestants are of opposite gender. X-axis is the difference of female candidate’s vote share
to that of male candidate in the opponent’s primary election. Y-axis is the probability
of winning the race when running against women for the right half of the graph and the
probability of winning the race when running against men for the left half of the graph.
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FIGURE VII. Impact on the Republican legislators voting on reproductive rights
Note: I drop legislators with running variable lower than -0.5 or greater than 0.5 to better

show the jump. The higher RD estimates correspond to more conservative voting.
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FIGURE VIII. Impact on the Democratic legislators voting on women’s issues
Note: I drop legislators with running variable lower than -0.5 or greater than 0.5 to better

show the jump. The higher RD estimates correspond to more conservative voting.
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TABLE I. U.S. House general election candidates in 1980-2014

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Win Lose Incumbent Non-

Incumbent
Total

Whole Sample
Female candidate 847 1,013 737 1,123 1,860
Male candidate 6,695 5,544 6,113 6,126 12,239
Total 7,542 6,567 6,850 7,259 14,109
RDD Sample
Female candidate 90 99 87 102 189
Male candidate 577 439 476 540 1,016
Total 667 538 563 642 1,205
Notes: Sample is U.S. House general election candidates in 1980–2014. RDD sample refers

to the candidates whose opponents come from primaries where the top two contestants are
of mixed gender. The total number reflects the total number of candidates within each main
criteria (eg. female vs male, winner vs loser etc) and is not the sum of all columns or all rows.
For example, a female can be both winner and incumbent, or loser and non-incumbent.
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TABLE II. Summary statistics

Mean Std Dev Min Max N
Panel A: Republican
Candidate number 1.94 0.23 1 2 6,967
Candidate vote share 0.50 0.20 0.02 1 6,967
Candidate victory margin 0.30 0.17 0 0.95 6,565
Winner 0.51 0.50 0 1 6,967
Female 0.10 0.30 0 1 6,967
Campaign finance scores 0.85 0.38 −1.95 4.85 6,177
Voting score on reproductive rights 87.26 29.73 0 100 3,520
Voting score on women’s issues 73.61 31.01 0 100 3,538
Nominate score 0.41 0.17 −0.07 1.00 3,567

Panel B: Democrat
Candidate number 1.92 0.27 1 2 7,131
Candidate vote share 0.54 0.20 0.07 1 7,131
Candidate victory margin 0.30 0.17 0 0.95 6,558
Winner 0.55 0.50 0 1 7,131
Female 0.16 0.37 0 1 7,131
Campaign finance scores −0.63 0.43 −5.11 1.20 6,603
Voting score on reproductive rights 21.94 37.71 0 100 3,881
Voting score on women’s issues 9.43 18.75 0 100 3,913
Nominate score −0.35 0.17 −1 0.92 3,947

Notes: Sample for the election-related variable is candidates from two major parties in the
U.S. House of Representatives elections in 1980–2014. If the winners are from third party
they are kept in the sample and in the rare cases when there were more than two candidates
from the two major parties in the race that were not special or majority-vote system, I drop
the third-ranking candidate from my sample. Candidate victory margin is missing if there
is only one candidate running in the race. Sample for the voting scores and the Nominate
scores are restricted to the winners of the race.
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TABLE III. Impact of female opponent on the number of single-issue organizations support-
ing male candidates’ general election campaign

(1) (2) (3)
Socially conservative Socially liberal Women’s group

Panel A: Republican
Face women 1.262*** -0.408* -0.017*

(0.365) (0.211) (0.009)
Observations 555 555 555
Mean 1.052 0.266 0.004
Bandwidth 0.209 0.279 0.132
Panel B: Democratic
Face women -0.141 0.078 0.098

(0.223) (0.473) (0.072)
Observations 371 371 371
Mean 0.249 1.119 0.146
Bandwidth 0.208 0.271 0.223

Note: Sample is male candidates in the House of Representatives general election in 1980–
2014 where the unit of observation is candidate × year. The sample is further restricted to
candidates whose opposing party’s primary election’s top two candidates are of mixed gender.
Outcome is the number of unique single-issue organizations that donated to the candidates’
general election campaigns. Socially conservative single-issue organizations include anti-
abortion and gun rights advocates, and socially liberal organizations include abortion rights,
gun control, and civil rights advocates. Results for each separate group are reported in
Appendix Table B.1. Mean is the average outcome of the candidates on the left side of
the threshold, i.e, the number of single-issue organizations supporting the candidates facing
male opponents. All include year fixed effects. I use a triangular kernel that weights points
near the threshold more than those far from the threshold and use the preferred choice
of polynomial order of 1, which gives the standard local linear RD point estimator. The
bandwidth are computed following the procedure by Calonico et al. (2017), which trade-off
bias and variance of the treatment effect to find the MSE-optimal bandwidth. Estimations
with half bandwidth and polynomial fit of 2 are reported in Appendix Table B.4 and B.5.
Standard errors are clustered at the district level and are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, **
p<0.05, * p<0.1
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TABLE IV. Impact of female opponent on the amount the single-issue organizations donate
to candidates’ general election campaign

(1) (2) (3)
Socially conservative Socially liberal Women’s group

Panel A: Republican
Face women 3,441 -1,163* -1,516*

(2,101) (701.5) (888.5)
Observations 555 555 555
Mean 3160 574.9 2.146
Bandwidth 0.245 0.289 0.141
Panel B: Democratic
Face women -511.4 509.2 -76.34

(416.8) (2,171) (101.7)
Observations 371 371 371
Mean 925 3533 209.1
Bandwidth 0.197 0.209 0.208

Note: Sample is male candidates in the House of Representatives general election in 1980–
2014 where the unit of observation is candidate × year. The sample is further restricted to
candidates whose opposing party’s primary election’s top two candidates are of mixed gender.
Outcome is the actual amount of financial contribution made by the single-issue organizations
to the candidates. Socially conservative single-issue organizations include anti-abortion and
gun rights advocates, and socially liberal organizations include abortion rights, gun control,
and civil rights advocates. Mean is the average outcome of the candidates on the left side of
the threshold, i.e, the number of single-issue organizations supporting the candidates facing
male opponents. All include year fixed effects. I use triangular kernel that weights points
near the threshold more than those far from the threshold and use the preferred choice
of polynomial order of 1, which gives the standard local linear RD point estimator. The
bandwidth are computed following the procedure by Calonico et al. (2017), which trade-off
bias and variance of the treatment effect to find the MSE-optimal bandwidth. Standard
errors are clustered at the district level and are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *
p<0.1
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TABLE V. Impact of female opponent on competing candidate probability to win

(1) (2) (3)
All Republican Democratic

Opponent is female 0.019 -0.060 0.128
(0.086) (0.125) (0.115)

Observations 1,205 700 505
Bandwidth 0.209 0.212 0.269
Mean 0.499 0.446 0.564

Note: The unit of observation is candidate × year. Sample includes both the winners and
the losers of the U.S. House of Representatives general election in 1980–2014. The sample
is further restricted to candidates whose opponent’s primary election’s top two candidates
are of different gender. Outcome variable is a binary that equals 1 if the candidate won
the race. I use triangular kernel that weights points near the threshold more than those
far from the threshold and use the preferred choice of polynomial order of 1, which gives
the standard local linear RD point estimator. The bandwidth are computed following the
procedure by Calonico et al. (2017), which trade-off bias and variance of the treatment effect
to find the MSE-optimal bandwidth. Standard errors are clustered at the district level and
are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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TABLE VI. Impact of female opponent on legislators’ voting behavior in Congress

Conservative voting on
(1) (1a) (1b)

Social issues Women’s issues Reproductive
rights

Panel A: Republican legislators
Face women 14.125* 3.927 19.517*

(7.439) (8.943) (10.268)
Observations 339 338 338
Mean 75.83 71.41 80.30
Bandwidth 0.238 0.218 0.220
Panel B: Democrat legislators
Face women -20.243*** -13.904*** -13.488

(7.020) (3.744) (10.337)
Observations 256 254 254
Mean 16.24 11.19 15.22
Bandwidth 0.172 0.169 0.210
Notes: Outcome variable for column (1) is legislators’ voting records on social issues

including reproductive rights, gun rights, civil rights, and women’s issues (excluding repro-
ductive rights). Estimations on the breakdown of different issues are in Appendix Table D.2.
All outcomes range from 0 to 100 where higher score corresponds to more socially conser-
vative voting. Mean is the average outcome of the legislators on the left side of the cutoff
point. I include year fixed effects and control for the opponents’ political orientation using
the campaign finance scores. I use triangular kernel that weights points near the threshold
more than those far from the threshold and use the preferred choice of polynomial order of
1, which gives the standard local linear RD point estimator. The bandwidth are computed
following the procedure by Calonico et al. (2017), which trade-off bias and variance of the
treatment effect to find the MSE-optimal bandwidth. Standard errors are clustered at the
district level and are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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TABLE VII. Bounds on the impact on the voting score on women’s issues for Democratic
legislators, conditional on winning

(1) (2) (3)
Regular bound Conservative More conservative

Lower bound -12.039*** -11.642** -11.642**
Boot. std error (4.563) (4.869) (4.869)
Upper bound -27.419** -16.901*** -13.896***
Boot. std error (13.535) (5.079) (4.283)
Mean 11.193 11.193 11.193

Notes: Sample is the candidates of U.S. House of Representatives election from the
Democratic party in 1980–2014 whose opponent’s primary’s top two candidates were of
different gender. The outcome variable is the voting score of the legislators on women’s
issues. The score can range from 0 to 100 and the higher scores correspond to more socially
conservative voting. Regular upper bound assumes that the barely male-facing compliers
are most conservative and regular lower bound assumes them to have the average political
scores of barely female-facing winners. Conservative and more conservative upper bounds
assume that barely male-facing compliers have the 90th and 75th percentile voting scores,
respectively, while the conservative and more conservative lower bounds assume that they
have the 25th and 10th percentile voting scores, respectively. The mean is the average value
of the ideology score for the male-facing candidates, conditional on winning the race. I
use triangular kernel that weights points near the threshold more than those far from the
threshold and use the preferred choice of polynomial order of 1, which gives the standard
local linear RD point estimator. The bandwidth are computed following the procedure by
(Calonico et al. 2017), which trade-off bias and variance of the treatment effect to find the
MSE-optimal bandwidth.The bootstrapped standard errors are clustered at the district level
and are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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TABLE VIII. Impact on Democratic candidates with different levels of opponents’ political
orientation

(1) (2)
Opponent more moderate Opponent more conservative

Panel A: Legislators’ voting on women’s issues
Face female 0.751 -18.898***

(3.754) (4.871)
Observations 105 149
Mean 6.482 13.05
Bandwidth 0.217 0.191
Panel B: Probability to win
Face female 0.149 0.021

(0.183) (0.164)
Observations 236 236
Mean 0.443 0.619
Bandwidth 0.212 0.182

Notes: Sample is the candidates of U.S. House of Representatives election from the
Democratic party in 1980–2014 whose opponent’s primary’s top two candidates were of a
different gender. The sample is divided into two, where legislators for column (1) face
opponents with political orientation more liberal than the median opponent and legislators
for columns (2) face opponents with political orientation more conservative than the median
opponent. The political orientation of the opponent is measured by the campaign scores
(Bonica 2016). Note that the observations in Panel A are not evenly split between the two
columns because the median political orientation of the opponent is calculated using all
candidates, not only the winners (the even split can be seen in Panel B instead where the
sample includes both the winning and the losing candidates). Outcome for Panel A is the
voting score of the legislators on social issues which includes women’s issues, reproductive
rights, gun rights, and civil rights issues. The score can range from 0 to 100 and the higher
scores correspond to more socially conservative voting. Outcome for Panel B is binary
for winning the race. The mean is the average outcome for the male-facing candidates,
conditional on winning the race. I use triangular kernel that weights points near the threshold
more than those far from the threshold and use the preferred choice of polynomial order of
1, which gives the standard local linear RD point estimator. The bandwidth are computed
following the procedure by (Calonico et al. 2017), which trade-off bias and variance of the
treatment effect to find the MSE-optimal bandwidth.The bootstrapped standard errors are
clustered at the district level and are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Appendix A

Figure A.1. McCrary test

Notes: Above figure plots the marginal density of the running variable according to the manipulation testing

procedures using the local polynomial density estimators in Cattaneo, Jansson, and Ma (2020). With p-value

of 0.874, I fail to reject the null that there is no discontinuity around the threshold.
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Figure A.2. Balance test of individual variables
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Notes: Sample is U.S. House general election candidates from two major parties in 1980–2014. I further

restrict the sample to elections where the opponent’s primary’s top two contestants are of the opposite

gender. Each figure plots different candidate variables against the running variable to see if there’s a sudden

jump around the threshold. Each dot indicates the average value of the outcome within certain bins of

the running variable. Observations corresponding to female-facing candidates are on the right side of the

threshold while those corresponding to male-facing candidates are on the left side of the threshold.
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Table A.1. Balance test

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Female Party Incumbency

Voteshare
in primary

Candidate
number

in primary

Victory
margin

in primary

Runner-up
voteshare
in primary

Face women 0.073 -0.037 -0.001 0.056 -0.180 -0.003 -0.002
(0.077) (0.091) (0.097) (0.053) (0.301) (0.070) (0.026)

Observations 1,205 1,205 1,205 1,185 1,190 636 636
Mean 0.190 0.452 0.419 0.799 2.049 0.338 0.282
Bandwidth 0.239 0.275 0.241 0.228 0.303 0.304 0.287

Notes: Sample is U.S. House general election candidates from two major parties in 1980–2014 and
the unit of observation is candidate by year. I further restrict the sample to elections where the
opponent’s primary’s top two contestants are of opposite gender. Observations may be missing
for candidates without primary election information, and/or for candidates who ran unopposed in
the primaries. I use triangular kernel that weights points near the threshold more than those far
from the threshold and use the preferred choice of polynomial order of 1, which gives the standard
local linear RD point estimator. The bandwidth are computed following the procedure by Calonico
et al. (2017), which trade-off bias and variance of the treatment effect to find the MSE-optimal
bandwidth. Column 6 has a smaller sample size because some candidates come from a single
candidate primary. Standard errors clustered at the district level are shown in parentheses. ***
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Appendix B

Table B.1. Impact on the number of single-issue organizations supporting candidates’ general
election campaign, with a breakdown of organizations

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Gun

control
Women Civil

rights
Abortion
rights

Gun
rights

Anti-
abortion

Panel A: Republican
Face women 0.026 -0.017* -0.202** -0.239 0.162 1.149***

(0.021) (0.009) (0.091) (0.150) (0.155) (0.351)
Observations 555 555 555 555 555 555
Mean 0.00858 0.00429 0.107 0.150 0.442 0.609
Bandwidth 0.295 0.132 0.303 0.262 0.252 0.201
Panel B: Democratic
Face women 0.184 0.098 0.031 -0.093 0.006 -0.139

(0.130) (0.072) (0.212) (0.239) (0.151) (0.120)
Observations 371 371 371 371 371 371
Mean 0.103 0.146 0.557 0.459 0.184 0.0649
Bandwidth 0.196 0.223 0.229 0.306 0.218 0.235
Notes: Outcome is the unique number of single-issue organizations donating to candi-

dates’ general election campaign. Mean is the average outcome of the candidates on the left
side of the cutoff point. All include year fixed effects. I use triangular kernel that weights
points near the threshold more than those far from the threshold and use the preferred
choice of polynomial order of 1, which gives the standard local linear RD point estimator.
The bandwidth are computed following the procedure by Calonico et al. (2017), which trade-
off bias and variance of the treatment effect to find the MSE-optimal bandwidth. Standard
errors are clustered at the district level and are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *
p<0.1
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Table B.2. Impact on the number of single-issue organizations that support Republican
candidates’ general election campaign, by incumbency status

(1) (2) (3)
Socially conservative Socially liberal Womens group

Panel A: Republican Incumbents
Face women 0.656** -0.547* 0.000

(0.290) (0.297) (0.000)
Observations 271 271 271
Mean 1.348 0.404 0.0112
Bandwidth 0.234 0.165 0.161
Panel B: Republican Non-incumbents
Face women 1.715*** -0.328 -0.047

(0.535) (0.304) (0.029)
Observations 284 284 284
Mean 0.868 0.181 0
Bandwidth 0.189 0.295 0.146
Note: Sample is Republican male candidates in the House of Representatives general

election in 1980–2014 where the unit of observation is candidate × year. The sample is fur-
ther restricted to candidates whose opposing party’s primary election’s top two candidates
are of mixed gender. Outcome is the number of unique single-issue organizations donating
to candidates’ general election campaigns. Socially conservative single-issue organizations
include anti-abortion and gun rights advocates, and socially liberal organizations include
abortion rights, gun control, and civil rights advocates. Mean is the average outcome of the
candidates on the left side of the threshold, i.e, the number of single-issue organizations sup-
porting the candidates facing male opponents. All include year fixed effects. I use triangular
kernel that weights points near the threshold more than those far from the threshold and use
the preferred choice of polynomial order of 1, which gives the standard local linear RD point
estimator. The bandwidth are computed following the procedure by Calonico et al. (2017),
which trade-off bias and variance of the treatment effect to find the MSE-optimal bandwidth.
Standard errors are clustered at the district level and are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, **
p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table B.3. Impact on the number of single-issue organizations supporting all candidates

(1) (2) (3)
Socially conservative Socially liberal Womens group

Panel A: Republican
Face women 1.133*** -0.319 0.009

(0.342) (0.227) (0.049)
Observations 634 634 634
Mean 1.054 0.305 0.0573
Bandwidth 0.207 0.247 0.214
Panel B: Democratic
Face women -0.047 -0.283 -0.147

(0.169) (0.433) (0.348)
Observations 475 475 475
Mean 0.234 1.340 0.586
Bandwidth 0.220 0.282 0.247

Note: Sample is candidates in the House of Representatives general election in 1980–
2014 where the unit of observation is candidate × year. The sample is further restricted to
candidates whose opposing party’s primary election’s top two candidates are of mixed gender.
Outcome is the number of unique single-issue organizations that donated to the candidates’
general election campaigns. Socially conservative single-issue organizations include anti-
abortion and gun rights advocates, and socially liberal organizations include abortion rights,
gun control, and civil rights advocates. Mean is the average outcome of the candidates on
the left side of the threshold, i.e, the number of single-issue organizations supporting the
candidates facing male opponents. All include year fixed effect. I use triangular kernel
that weights points near the threshold more than those far from the threshold and use the
preferred choice of polynomial order of 1, which gives the standard local linear RD point
estimator. The bandwidth are computed following the procedure by Calonico et al. (2017),
which trade-off bias and variance of the treatment effect to find the MSE-optimal bandwidth.
Standard errors are clustered at the district level and are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, **
p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table B.4. Impact on the number of single-issue organizations supporting candidates, using
half optimal bandwidth

(1) (2) (3)
Socially conservative Socially liberal Womens group

Panel A: Republican
Face women 0.925* -0.404 0.000

(0.492) (0.253) (0.000)
Observations 555 555 555
Mean 1.052 0.266 0.004
Bandwidth 0.104 0.139 0.066
Panel B: Democratic
Face women -0.213 0.366 0.173***

(0.260) (0.559) (0.065)
Observations 371 371 371
Mean 0.249 1.119 0.146
Bandwidth 0.104 0.135 0.111

Note: Sample is male candidates in the House of Representatives general election in 1980–
2014 where the unit of observation is candidate × year. The sample is further restricted to
candidates whose opposing party’s primary election’s top two candidates are of mixed gender.
Outcome is the number of unique single-issue organizations that donated to the candidates’
general election campaigns. Socially conservative single-issue organizations include anti-
abortion and gun rights advocates, and socially liberal organizations include abortion rights,
gun control, and civil rights advocates. Mean is the average outcome of the candidates on
the left side of the threshold, i.e, the number of single-issue organizations supporting the
candidates facing male opponents. All include year fixed effects. I use triangular kernel
that weights points near the threshold more than those far from the threshold and use the
preferred choice of polynomial order of 1, which gives the standard local linear RD point
estimator. The bandwidth are computed following the procedure by Calonico et al. (2017),
which trade-off bias and variance of the treatment effect to find the MSE-optimal bandwidth.
Standard errors are clustered at the district level and are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, **
p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table B.5. Impact on the number of single-issue organizations supporting candidates using
polynomial fit of 2

(1) (2) (3)
Socially conservative Socially liberal Womens group

Panel A: Republican
Face women 1.481*** -0.457* -0.025

(0.461) (0.263) (0.015)
Observations 555 555 555
Mean 1.052 0.266 0.004
Bandwidth 0.292 0.328 0.277
Panel B: Democratic
Face women -0.148 0.002 0.068

(0.274) (0.601) (0.091)
Observations 371 371 371
Mean 0.249 1.119 0.146
Bandwidth 0.328 0.380 0.260

Note: Sample is candidates in the House of Representatives general election in 1980–
2014 where the unit of observation is candidate × year. The sample is further restricted to
candidates whose opposing party’s primary election’s top two candidates are of mixed gender.
Outcome is the number of unique single-issue organizations that donated to the candidates’
general election campaigns. Socially conservative single-issue organizations include anti-
abortion and gun rights advocates, and socially liberal organizations include abortion rights,
gun control, and civil rights advocates. Mean is the average outcome of the candidates on
the left side of the threshold, i.e, the number of single-issue organizations supporting the
candidates facing male opponents. All include year fixed effects. I use triangular kernel that
weights points near the threshold more than those far from the threshold and use polynomial
order of 2. The bandwidth are computed following the procedure by Calonico et al. (2017),
which trade-off bias and variance of the treatment effect to find the MSE-optimal bandwidth.
Standard errors are clustered at the district level and are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, **
p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table B.6. Impact on the number of single-issue organizations supporting male candidates’
general election campaign, controlling for opponent’s liberal-conservative ideology

(1) (2) (3)
Socially conservative Socially liberal Women’s group

Panel A: Republican
Face women 1.447*** -0.499** -0.015*

(0.364) (0.239) (0.008)
Observations 520 520 520
Mean 1.052 0.266 0.004
Bandwidth 0.203 0.261 0.125
Panel B: Democratic
Face women -0.236 0.289 0.183**

(0.219) (0.511) (0.081)
Observations 343 343 343
Mean 0.249 1.119 0.146
Bandwidth 0.212 0.227 0.204

Note: Sample is male candidates in the House of Representatives general election in 1980–
2014 where the unit of observation is candidate × year. The sample is further restricted to
candidates whose opposing party’s primary election’s top two candidates are of mixed gender.
Outcome is the number of unique single-issue organizations that donated to the candidates’
general election campaigns. Socially conservative single-issue organizations include anti-
abortion and gun rights advocates, and socially liberal organizations include abortion rights,
gun control, and civil rights advocates. Mean is the average outcome of the candidates
on the left side of the threshold, i.e, the number of single-issue organizations supporting
the candidates facing male opponents. All include year fixed effects and I control for the
overall liberal-conservativeness of the opponent. I use a triangular kernel that weights points
near the threshold more than those far from the threshold and use the preferred choice
of polynomial order of 1, which gives the standard local linear RD point estimator. The
bandwidths are computed following the procedure by Calonico et al. (2017), which trade-off
bias and variance of the treatment effect to find the MSE-optimal bandwidth. Standard
errors are clustered at the district level and are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *
p<0.1
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Appendix C

This section derives the impact on the conditional outcome. Using the potential outcomes

framework, I first define W0 and W1 as indicator variables of winning the general election

when D = 0 (candidate faces men) and D = 1 (candidate faces women), respectively. In

the data, I only observe W = DW1 + (1−D)W0: I know whether the candidate who faced

woman wins the general election but not whether the same candidate would have won if

s/he faced man, and vice versa. Next, I define Y0 and Y1 as the political ideology scores of

the legislators, conditional on winning when D = 0 and D = 1, respectively. I only observe

Y = W [DY1 + (1−D)Y0]. When the candidate doesn’t win (W = 0), s/he does not vote in

Congress and I do not observe what their ideology would have been if s/he had won. When

the candidate does win (W = 1), I observe the ideological scores of the candidate who faced

woman but not what her/his scores would have been if had faced man, and vice versa.

Next, I define four types of candidates: “always takers”, who always wins in the general

election, whether they face woman or man; “never takers”, who never win the general elec-

tion; “compliers”, who win if faced woman but not man; and “defiers”, who win if faced man

but not woman. My key assumption, which follows Lee (2009), is that there are no defiers;

all candidates who faced men and won the election would also have won the election if they

faced women. The variables D, W0, W1, Y0, and Y1 can be thought of as functions of the

candidate and the running variable x and their limits at the cutoff (x = 0) can be estimated.

We want to estimate the impact on the ideology conditional on winning the election

E[Y1 − Y0|x = 0,W1 = 1] = E[Y1|x = 0,W1 = 1]− E[Y0|x = 0,W1 = 1] (5)

Omitting the x = 0 condition hereafter, the first term on the right side can be expressed as:

E[Y1|W1 = 1] =
E[Y1|W1 = 1]Pr(W1 = 1)

Pr(W1 = 1)
=

E[Y1W1]

Pr(W1 = 1)
=

E[Y1W1]

E[W1]
(6)

The second term can be expressed similarly as:

E[Y0|W1 = 1] =
E[Y0|W1 = 1]Pr(W1 = 1)

Pr(W1 = 1)

=
E[Y0|W1 = 1,W0 = 1]Pr(W1 = 1,W0 = 1) + E[Y0|W1 = 1,W0 = 1]Pr(W1 = 1,W0 = 0)

Pr(W1 = 1)
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Using the no defiers assumption W1 ≥ W0, I argue that if W1 is always greater than or

equal to W0, this implies that if W0 = 1, then W1 = 1. That is, Pr(W1 = 1,W0 = 1) =

Pr(W0 = 1). Continuing the proof,

=
E[Y0|W0 = 1]Pr(W0 = 1) + E[Y0|W1 = 1,W0 = 1]Pr(W1 = 1,W0 = 0)

Pr(W1 = 1)

=
E[Y0W0] + E[Y0|W1 = 1,W0 = 1]Pr(W1 = 1,W0 = 0)

E[W1]

=
E[Y0W0] + E[Y0|W1 > W0]Pr(W1 > W0)

E[W1]

(7)

Plugging in equations (6) and (7) back to equation (5), we get:

E[Y1 − Y0|W1 = 1] =
1

E[W1]
(E[Y1W1 − Y0W0]− E[Y0|W1 > W0]Pr(W1 > W0)) (8)

Placing back the x = 0 condition, the effect on the conditional outcome can be written as:

E[Y1 − Y0|x = 0,W1 = 1]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Effect on the outcome
cond. on being AT or C

=
1

E[W1|x = 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
limx↓0E[W |x]

·
(
E[Y1W1 − Y0W0|x = 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸

RD effect on
the outcome

−Prob(W1 > W0|x = 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
RD effect on winning

·E[Y0|x = 0,W1 > W0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Unobservable

) (9)
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Appendix D

This section checks the robustness of the impact on the Congressional political stance.

Table D.1. Impact on legislators’ voting pattern on social issues

(1) (2) (3)
Male only Half bandwidth Polynomial 2

Panel A: Republican legislators
Face women 15.672* 20.313* 23.113*

(9.085) (11.225) (12.331)
Observations 308 339 339
Polynomial order 1 1 2
Mean 78.69 75.83 75.83
Bandwidth 0.201 0.119 0.217
Panel B: Democrat legislators
Face women -26.835*** -20.270*** -19.937**

(7.088) (7.040) (8.349)
Observations 204 256 256
Mean 18.73 16.24 16.24
Polynomial order 1 1 2
Bandwidth 0.142 0.089 0.248

Notes: Outcome variable is legislators’ voting records on social issues including reproduc-
tive rights, gun rights, civil rights, and women’s issues (excluding reproductive rights). All
outcomes range from 0 to 100 where higher score corresponds to more socially conservative
voting. Mean is the average outcome of the legislators on the left side of the cutoff point.
All includes year fixed effects and controls for the opponents’ political orientation using the
campaign finance scores. I use triangular kernel that weights points near the threshold more
than those far from the threshold. The bandwidth are computed following the procedure
by Calonico et al. (2017), which trade-off bias and variance of the treatment effect to find
the MSE-optimal bandwidth. Standard errors are clustered at the district level and are in
parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table D.2. Impact of female opponent on legislators’ voting behavior on different social issues

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Education women’s issues Civil rights Reproductive

rights
Gun rights

Panel A: Republican legislators
Face women 29.162** 3.927 4.084 19.517* 19.452

(14.048) (8.943) (10.638) (10.268) (17.419)
Observations 298 338 314 338 162
Mean 65.25 71.41 78.08 80.30 83.54
Bandwidth 0.154 0.218 0.199 0.220 0.190
Panel B: Democrat legislators
Face women -8.220** -13.904*** -15.924* -13.488 -19.860

(3.421) (3.744) (8.746) (10.337) (15.680)
Observations 225 254 231 254 129
Mean 4.375 11.19 11.07 15.22 23.68
Bandwidth 0.229 0.169 0.240 0.210 0.199
Notes: Outcome variable is legislator’s voting records on each social issue. All outcomes range from 0 to 100 where higher

score corresponds to more socially conservative voting. Mean is the average outcome of the legislators on the left side of the cutoff
point. All includes year fixed effects and controls for the opponents’ political orientation using the campaign finance scores. I
use triangular kernel that weights points near the threshold more than those far from the threshold and use the preferred choice
of polynomial order of 1, which gives the standard local linear RD point estimator. The bandwidth are computed following
the procedure by Calonico et al. (2017), which trade-off bias and variance of the treatment effect to find the MSE-optimal
bandwidth. Standard errors are clustered at the district level and are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table D.3. Impact of female opponents on male legislators’ voting records on different social issues

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Education women’s issues Civil rights Reproductive rights Gun rights

Panel A: Republican legislators
Face women 39.116** 5.076 11.891 19.532* 22.710

(16.281) (10.041) (16.425) (11.570) (20.190)

Observations 270 307 286 307 148
Mean 65.48 75.27 80.01 83.46 86.99
Bandwidth 0.140 0.215 0.122 0.213 0.184
Panel B: Democratic legislators
Face women -12.303*** -17.074*** -21.645** -16.288 -35.721*

(4.194) (3.852) (10.265) (13.317) (18.516)

Observations 176 204 189 203 110
Mean 5.287 11.96 13.06 18.80 26.87
Bandwidth 0.196 0.147 0.216 0.178 0.183

Note: Sample is male candidates in the House of Representatives general election in 1980–2014 where the unit of observation
is candidate × year. The sample is further restricted to candidates whose opposing party’s primary election’s top two candidates
are of mixed gender. Mean is the average outcome of the candidates on the left side of the threshold. All includes year fixed
effects and controls for the opponents’ political orientation using the campaign finance scores. I use triangular kernel that
weights points near the threshold more than those far from the threshold and use polynomial order of 1. The bandwidth are
computed following the procedure by Calonico et al. (2017), which trade-off bias and variance of the treatment effect to find
the MSE-optimal bandwidth. Standard errors are clustered at the district level and are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05,
* p<0.1
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Table D.4. Bounds on the impact on the voting score on women’s issues for Democratic
legislators, when the Republican female opponent is more conservative

(1) (2) (3)
Regular bound Conservative More conservative

Lower bound -18.617** -18.465** -18.465**
Boot. std error (7.995) (8.226) (8.226)
Upper bound -28.238* -21.723*** -19.861***
Boot. std error (16.944) (6.956) (6.935)
Mean 13.049 13.049 13.049

Notes: Sample is the candidates of U.S. House of Representatives election from the Demo-
cratic party in 1980–2014 whose opponent’s primary’s top two candidates were of different
gender. The sample is further restricted to legislators whose Republican opponents have
more conservative political orientation than the median opponent. The outcome variable is
the voting score of the legislators on women’s issues. The score can range from 0 to 100 and
the higher scores correspond to more socially conservative voting. Regular upper bound as-
sumes that the barely male-facing compliers are most conservative and regular lower bound
assumes them to have the average political scores of barely female-facing winners. Conser-
vative and more conservative upper bounds assume that barely male-facing compliers have
the 90th and 75th percentile voting scores, respectively, while the conservative and more
conservative lower bounds assume that they have the 25th and 10th percentile voting scores,
respectively. The mean is the average outcome for the male-facing candidates, conditional
on winning the race. I use triangular kernel that weights points near the threshold more than
those far from the threshold and use the preferred choice of polynomial order of 1, which
gives the standard local linear RD point estimator. The bandwidth are computed following
the procedure by (Calonico et al. 2017), which trade-off bias and variance of the treatment
effect to find the MSE-optimal bandwidth.The bootstrapped standard errors are clustered
at the district level and are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Appendix E

This appendix runs the main regression (2) with DW-Nominate scores as the outcome.

Figure E.1. Time trend of Nominate scores mean
Notes: Above figures show the time trend of the mean Nominate scores of the U.S. house

of representatives in office for each Congress, by party. The scores in the first dimension,
shown in the first panel, quantifies the typical left-right (liberal-conservative) spectrum on
the economic matters while scores in the second dimension, shown in the second panel,
represent attitudes on salient cultural and lifestyle issues of the day. Scores closer to 1 are
described as conservative whereas scores closer to –1 can be described as liberal. Score close
to zero is described as moderate.
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Figure E.2. Histogram of Nominate scores
Notes: Above figures show the histogram of Nominate scores in the first(left) and sec-

ond(right) dimension of the US house of representatives in office 1980–2014. The scores
in the first dimension quantifies the typical left-right (liberal-conservative) spectrum on the
economic matters while scores in the second dimension represent attitudes on salient cultural
and lifestyle issues of the day. Scores closer to 1 are described as conservative whereas scores
closer to -1 can be described as liberal. Score close to zero is described as moderate.
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Figure E.3. Time trend of the means of Nominate score in the first dimension
Notes: The graph plots the average of the first dimensional Nominate scores of Congressmen
and Congresswomen serving in Congress from 1980 to 2014 by party and by gender. The
scores in the first dimension quantifies the typical left-right (liberal-conservative) spectrum
on the economic matters. Scores closer to 1 are described as conservative whereas scores
closer to –1 are described as liberal. Score close to zero is described as moderate.
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Table E.1. Impact on the DW-Nominate scores

(1)
Nomiate score

Panel A: Republican legislators
Opponent is female 0.018

(0.058)
Observations 339
Mean 0.380
Bandwidth 0.195
Panel A: Democratic legislators
Opponent is female -0.124**

(0.051)
Observations 258
Mean -0.331
Bandwidth 0.190

Note: The unit of observation is candidate by year. Sample is the winners of U.S.
House of Representatives election from the two major parties in 1980–2014 whose opponent’s
primary’s top two candidates were of different gender. The first dimension scores quantify
the typical left-right (liberal-conservative) spectrum on the economic matters while scores in
the second dimension represent attitudes on salient cultural and lifestyle issues of the day.
First dimension scores closer to 1 are described as conservative whereas scores closer to –1
are described as liberal. Score close to zero is described as moderate. The interpretation of
the direction of the second dimension score in the time period of my study is undetermined
by the literature. I use triangular kernel that weights points near the threshold more than
those far from the threshold and use the preferred choice of polynomial order of 1, which
gives the standard local linear RD point estimator. The bandwidth are computed following
the procedure by Calonico et al. (2017), which trade-off bias and variance of the treatment
effect to find the MSE-optimal bandwidth. Standard errors are clustered at the district level
and are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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